Group Dynamics

1 Suggestions

• talk to users to confirm requirements document
• smaller group meetings with specific goals
• user testing
• make sure you know that everyone is doing what they’re supposed to be doing
• get critical path done early... for that matter, define critical path
• get donut preferences

2 Post-Mortem Documents

1. Good Things
2. Define Problem
3. Concrete Fixes

3 GeoEvents: Define Problem

• not done coding on time
• internal deadlines feel soft
• break work hard
• progress not clear

4 GeoEvents: Concrete Fixes

• budget better for break
• don’t bind to class deadlines
• bring laptop to Panama
• adjust schedule
• coding session
• personal (1-1) accountability
• think about big schedule picture
• more specific deadlines i.e. “all priority 1”
• identify “waiting” - critical path
• one person knowing what’s happening
• WOWS!
• email status